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4. **Rationale:**
Pulse wave velocity (PWV) is a reliable measure of arterial stiffness that predicts cardiovascular disease events and all-cause mortality in clinical and community based studies [1]. Carotid-femoral PWV (cfPWV) reflects central arterial stiffness and is the most commonly PWV used in research studies. Brachial-ankle PWV (baPWV) represents a composite measure of central and peripheral arterial stiffness and is commonly used in clinical settings in East Asian countries because of its ease of implementation. Little information is available on the longitudinal relationship of blood pressure with these two measures of arterial stiffness.

Given that the structural and functional properties of arteries vary by anatomical location [2-6], the process of arterial stiffening can plausibly differ by arterial segment. Some reports suggest that segment-specific PWV is not homogeneous, e.g., baPWV was not associated with known risk factors [7] and did not increase with age [8, 9], contrasting with associations well documented for arterial stiffening [10]. On the other hand, studies in Asian populations have shown that baPWV is comparable to cfPWV [11, 12] and correlated to CVD risk factors [13, 14]. Such inconsistencies in the literature may be due in part to small sample sizes, various participant exclusions (excluding participants with hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia and obesity) and two variations in the protocol for PWV.

Few studies of PWV have included both peripheral and central PWV despite the potential importance of both sites in measuring segment-specific arterial stiffness. The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study cohort is a community-based study which will allow us to evaluate the longitudinal relationship of central and peripheral arterial stiffness and in a well-characterized population of African American and Caucasian men and women. In Visit 5 of ARIC, PWV was measured using the Colin VP-1000 Plus device. Femoral-ankle PWV (faPWV) is an additional measure in ARIC that represents arterial stiffness.

The aim of this report is to characterize the longitudinal relationships between average sitting blood pressure (over the 5 ARIC visits) and central and peripheral arterial stiffness estimated from PWV in the ARIC Study at Visit 5. A second aim is to determine whether cfPWV, baPWV and faPWV have similar longitudinal associations with blood pressure. Understanding these relationships could generate hypotheses regarding its pathogenesis of segment-specific vascular stiffening.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

1. Describe the longitudinal relationships of blood pressure variables with central and peripheral arterial stiffness estimated from PWV, considering age (time varying at each visit), gender, ethnicity and heart rate (HR) as covariates. HR has been reported to be an important confounder in PWV analysis and is recommended to be accounted for in any analysis [15, 16].

2. Estimate the hypertension-free probability according to cfPWV, baPWV and faPWV in late life, adjusted for age, gender, ethnicity and heart rate.
6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Study design: Longitudinal for blood pressure measurements (visit 1 to visit 5) with cross-sectional PWV measurements at ARIC visit 5.

Exposure:
Carotid-femoral PWV (cfPWV) and brachial-ankle PWV (baPWV) PWV was measured by the Colin VP-1000 plus system (Omron Co., Ltd., Komaki, Japan) and the path length was calculated using the following formula: path length (cm) = (suprasternal notch - carotid distance (cm) - carotid-femoral distance (cm)). A minimum of two measurements were taken per participant and the last two usable measurements (i.e. non-zero values) were averaged. PWV measurements include the following: cfPWV, baPWV, and faPWV.

Outcomes at all visits: Sitting blood pressure variables (SBP, DBP, hypertension (prevalent hypertension and/or blood pressure medication use), MAP and pulse pressure will be calculated.

Covariates
Covariates include gender, race, history of CVD (coronary heart disease, stroke, heart failure), age and heart rate at each visit, current smoking habit, lipids and diabetes status.

Inclusions: All white and black ARIC participants with PWV data obtained at visit 5.

Exclusions: Missing information on PWV, blood pressure, and antihypertensive medication use or other covariates of interest; not white or African-American; and exclusions recommended by the ARIC ABI/PWV Working group: participants with BMI>=40 kg/m², and participants with major arrhythmias (based on ECG data for MN code 8-1-3, 8-3-1 or 8-3-2), reported use of antiarrhythmic or vasoactive medications per the ARIC medication survey use (MSR Item 33.g) and/or specific medication codes in the ARIC database.

Statistical Analysis:
Participant characteristics will be presented as means and standard errors, or as frequencies and percent, where appropriate and adjusted for age, gender, ethnicity and heart rate. If lack of normality is not a concern and transformation is not required then conventional statistics will be used. If normality is a concern we will use non-parametric methods. A multivariate model for hypertension will be built using PWV, age, gender, ethnicity, body mass index, heart rate, smoking status and systolic blood pressure to see whether all PWV values are similarly associated with hypertension. We will also determine the age, gender, ethnicity and heart rate adjusted relationship between the
hypertension–free probability by year of ARIC visit and the PWV variables.

Limitations:

Some PWV measurements were not collected due to technical errors, participant factors and scheduling conflicts. Despite adjusting for HR, some residual confounding cannot be excluded. Finally, the cross-sectional design limits our ability to determine causality. Mortality or loss to follow-up before visit 5 could be associated with arterial stiffness, leading to potential for informative censoring/selection bias. We cannot examine this possibility as PWV was only measured at visit 5. However, we will calculate the inverse probability weights to account for bias due to selective attrition [17].
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